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Dr. Tom Shinder's Configuring ISA Server 2004Syngress Publishing, 2004
This book is based in large part on our own trials and tribulations (as well  as the occasional “Eureka!” moment) that we’ve experienced working with ISA  Server 2004. In this book, we are talking to people much like  ourselves—experienced Windows network administrators who want to secure their  networks and speed up Web...
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Learning R ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Explore the R language from basic types and data structures to advanced topics
	
		Learn how to tackle programming problems and explore both functional and object-oriented programming techniques
	
		Learn how to address the core problems of programming in R and leverage the most popular...
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Oculoplastic SurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 2019

	
		The definitive resource on reconstructive and aesthetic oculofacial surgery

	
		Oculoplastic Surgery, Third Edition, by Brian Leatherbarrow, reflects more than 25 years of experience and multidisciplinary collaboration in treating patients with a wide spectrum of oculoplastic, orbital,...
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Unity UI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Design and develop interactive and professional user interfaces (UIs) for games in Unity
	
		Discover how to implement and deal with various in-game UI elements that will impress your players
	
		This practical recipe guide will help you to efficiently create powerful and remarkable UIs...
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jQuery EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build dynamic websites efficiently without any performance issues
	
		Learn to use existing jQuery plugins and or write your own for your websites
	
		This is the most up-to-date book on the market at the moment, packed with detailed explanations and real-world examples
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Bayesian Hierarchical Models: With Applications Using R, Second EditionCRC Press, 2019

	
		An intermediate-level treatment of Bayesian hierarchical models and their applications, this book demonstrates the advantages of a Bayesian approach to data sets involving inferences for collections of related units or variables, and in methods where parameters can be treated as random collections. Through illustrative data analysis...
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Learning Mobile App Development: A Hands-on Guide to Building Apps with iOS and AndroidAddison Wesley, 2013

	The Only Tutorial Covering BOTH iOS and Android—for students and professionals alike!


	 


	Now, one book can help you master mobile app development with both market-leading platforms: Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android. Perfect for both...
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RESTful Java Web Services SecurityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Secure your RESTful applications against common vulnerabilities


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use, configure, and set up tools for applications that use RESTful web services to prevent misuse of resources
	
		Get to know and fix the most common vulnerabilities of RESTful web services APIs

...
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Wireless Java: Developing with J2ME, Second EditionApress, 2003
Although Java is incredibly popular, the standard edition of Java is way too  big and bulky to build applications for wireless devices such as PDAs and  phones. Thus, Sun has released Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME). J2ME has  the potential to be as revolutionary in the wireless space as Java has been in  the server space.
...
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